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Branch News

The extraordinary Lobster Moth 
caterpillar, this one reared and 
photographed by Roger Wasley
(see page 20).

Butterfly news
In spite of more mixed weather in
2019, there have been encouraging
reports about our butterflies and, by
the time you read this, we’ll know
how big the Painted Lady invasion
was. Peacocks have made a
comeback and one or two people
have found good numbers of Small
Tortoiseshells, although I’ve not
seen many. I’m up to 14 garden
species at the time of writing, an
improvement on my usual 8–10,
and I’m on the lookout for a Small
Tortoiseshell on my Buddleia.

Just impressions at the moment,
awaiting John Tilt’s analysis of the
region’s records at our AGM, but
Marbled White has been seen in
high concentrations, still spreading
north, and Gatekeeper is recovering.
Incidentally, we were going to target
under-recorded squares this year but
casual recorders have done the job
for us with the advent of iRecord.

Successful partnerships
A key story is the success of the
Making a Stand for Wood White
project. The reintroductions have
worked and, as I’m told the benchmark
for success is five years, if they emerge

in spring 2020 we can say they are
truly re-established. The West Midlands
is now their stronghold.

And why is that? Well, credit goes
in part to the organisations that
provided resources to set up the
project and get the habitat in the right
condition – Butterfly Conservation,
Worcestershire Wildlife Trust and
Forestry England – but my accolade
goes to the volunteers who took up
the challenge so enthusiastically. I feel
we are very lucky to enjoy an
effective partnership with such
bodies: let’s acknowledge that it’s not
only our own members who come
and get soaked at work parties.

Reserve managers
Sticking with the volunteer theme, I’d
like to thank George Groves and
John Holder for the years they’ve
put in, now they’ve completed their
terms as Reserve Managers for
Monkwood and Trench Wood
respectively. It may be invidious to
name names, when someone else
on our patch may well deserve a
mention for similar reasons, but we
need to recognise the extra effort
involved in arranging work parties,
planning, providing equipment and,
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Kay and Tony Wright sent me this photo-
graph (taken in their garden in Leek, 
North Staffordshire, on 10 September) of
what they believe to be a Red Admiral
ab. Millierei. Can anyone confirm the 
aberration? I'd be interested in articles
about aberrations, having seen online that
some species come in several variants.

From the Editor
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Branch News

not least, the responsibility for
being available each time.

We’re looking for someone to
step in at Trench Wood. Our
Reserves are highly significant in
securing the future of key species.
When I joined BC in 1993, I
started attending work parties at
Trench Wood because it was
nearest to our home in Birmingham.
I saw the winter work required to
maintain such sites and the summer
payoff in my first sighting of a
White Admiral. Whether it’s
Brown Hairstreak at Grafton,
Pearl-bordered Fritillary at Ewyas
Harold or Silver-studded Blue at
Prees Heath, our (sometimes joint)
ownership of such places makes the
difference between saving and
losing species.

Publicity
Getting the message across is an
integral part of what we do and our
40th Anniversary has helped 
attract attention. We’re particularly
grateful to Julia Saunders who
made the splendid cake for our Big
Butterfly Picnic (see page 7). The
local press and Shropshire radio
gave us coverage of the Wood
White beer launch in May – credit
to Rhona Goddard and Mike
Williams for setting this up with
Stephen O’Neill of Wood’s

brewery. Seek out this Belgian-style
hazy white beer, now available in
bottles - I can recommend it. 
For each bottle sold, Butterfly
Conservation receives a donation
to support work in the West
Midlands. For a list of local
stockists, contact james@wood
brewery.co.uk. 

Returning to the volunteer theme,
a special mention for the group who
staffed the Branch stall for four days
at the Malvern Spring Festival in
May, some of whom will be back
for the Autumn event. Add in the
amount of preparation done by Mel
Mason and Liz Lloyd, and this
was a major contribution, given the
crowds who attended, many from
beyond the West Midlands.

National AGM comes 
to our region
For the first time in 15 years, BC’s
AGM will be in the West Midlands
– an event not to be missed. Do
join us at the Albrighton Hall Hotel
near Shrewsbury on Saturday 16
November (book if you want lunch).

The programme is full of interest.
Stephen Lewis will give a
presentation on the restoration of
Prees Heath and Peter Eeles will
talk about his new book, Life
Cycles of British & Irish Butterflies.
Other sessions include volunteers
and landscape-scale conservation
(a subject close to our hearts),
Europe’s threatened butterflies
(including Danube Clouded
Yellow) and looking for big moths
(intriguingly named Not another
Poplar Hawk-moth!).

Throughout the day (9:30am–
5pm), we’ll have a raffle and 
a stall showing our work. If you can
help for an hour or two, please
email me.

In the evening, we’ll be
celebrating with a 40th Anniversary
Dinner (booking required). Our
guest speaker, Brett Westwood, is
a freelance writer and broadcaster
who specialises in natural history.

Visit www.butterfly-conservation
.org for booking details and keep
an eye on the Branch Facebook
page for updates. 

Be sure to book!

Peter Seal Branch Chair

Company limited by guarantee, registered in England
(2206468) Registered office: Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham,
Dorset BH20 5QP. Charity registered in England & Wales (254937) 
and in Scotland (SCO39268)

Wood White beer

Moths of the West Midlands
Moths of the West Midlands is due out next year, so I must thank 
those who have come forward to sponsor this publication. As with
our butterfly book, we guarantee that our share of the proceeds will
be spent on practical conservation of moths and butterflies. It’s not 
too late to sponsor – please contact me for details of how to do this.



Michael Harper was an expert
Lepidopterist and was a deeply
involved and most important figure
in nature conservation in the
West Midlands, especially in
Herefordshire. He was the Butterfly
Conservation moth recorder for
Herefordshire until recently.

He was a General Practitioner in
Ledbury from 1966 to 1992 and a
member, and one-time trustee, of the
Herefordshire Wildlife Trust. He also
served on the wildlife advisory panel
for the Malvern Hills Conservators,
and was a founder member of the
Ledbury Naturalists Field Club.

Michael belonged to the British
Entomological & Natural History
Society and wrote, with John
Langmaid, the account of the
Oecophoridae family in Volume 4
of The Moths and Butterflies of 
Great Britain and Ireland. He
published scientific papers and
notes on British Lepidoptera and,
with Tony Simpson, produced
atlases of the moths and butterflies 
of Herefordshire and Worcestershire

in 2000–2003.
He was responsible for the

creation and maintenance of 
nature reserves in Queen’s Wood
Kempley, which are still called 
the ‘Michael Harper Reserves’.
Without his persistent efforts, it seems
unlikely that Haugh Wood would
have become an SSSI and it’s
possible that Wood Whites and
Pearl-bordered Fritillaries would
no longer occur there.

Michael had an encyclopaedic
knowledge of Herefordshire’s moths,
butterflies and habitats. He made

many visits to the Black Mountains
and there made the first English
record of the Silurian Moth in
1999 and rediscovered the most
southerly site for the Yellow-ringed
Carpet. He found species of 
moth new to Herefordshire and

rediscovered many species 
originally recorded by John Wood 
in the nineteenth century. From
1976, he became especially
interested in the smaller moths, the
Microlepidoptera, on which he
became a national expert.

An all-round naturalist of the old
school, Michael had a broad interest
in and deep knowledge of all
aspects of the natural world. It was
such a pleasure to be out in the field
or doing ‘night ops’ moth recording
with him, visiting lovely and
interesting natural sites. He is greatly
missed by his family and friends.

Article by Tony Simpson
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Dr Michael Harper (Mark Young)

Without his persistent efforts,

it seems unlikely that Haugh

Wood would have become

an SSSI

A tribute to Dr Michael Harper

      

         

      

        

1 February 1936 – 18 September 2018

Walk 9 in our new Walking
with Butterflies guide, which
features Queenswood Dymock
in the Forest of Dean, has
been included in Michael’s
memory.

Our 2020 calendar will shortly be
on sale, and we hope all Branch
members will want to buy one – it’ll
make a great Christmas present for
friends and family. With stunning
images of the region's butterflies
and moths, our calendar is £8

including postage (£15 for two). To
order, send a cheque payable to
Butterfly Conservation West
Midlands Branch, with your name
and address, to BCWM,
Annesbrook, 2 Dewberry Close,
Stourport-on-Severn, DY13 8TB.
Proceeds support the conservation
of local Lepidoptera.

Branch calendar 2020
Correction 
On pages 11-12 of the Spring
2019 Comma, we showed
White-letter and Purple
Hairstreaks. Unfortunately, the
captions on the photos were 
reversed.
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Celebrating 40 Years

Big Butterfly Picnic, Wyre Forest, 10 July

Some surprising visitors at Tiddesley Wood Open Day, 5 May

White-letter Hairstreak and Comma at Trench Wood

Adam Henson at Countrytastic, Three Counties Showground, 18 April

High Brown Fritillary
South Wales Field Trip 29 July Guide to 40 top butterfly walks

We had an exciting and
well-supported 

programme of anniversary
events this summer. They
brought us together to 
celebrate butterflies 

and moths, to communi-
cate their value and 

conservation needs more
widely, and to promote
Butterfly Conservation

membership to people of
the West Midlands.
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Celebrating 40 Years...   Article and photographs by Mike Williams

Wood White beer launch at Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre

Moth Morning, Kinver Edge, 20 July

     

Moth Morning, Trench Wo   Moth Breakfast, Monkwood, 23 June
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Orange-tailed Clearwing and Hornet moths, Stourport

Six new moth species
for garden centre site
Sunday morning visitors to a garden
centre in rural Staffordshire were 
treated to a display of scores of moths
caught during an overnight light-trapping
session. Tom Woodhall and his team set
up five traps in the wildlife meadow at
Ashwood Nurseries, near Kingswinford,
on the evening of 10 August.

In spite of blustery weather, the haul of
70 species included six new to the site:
Bordered Beauty, Old Lady, Wax Moth,
Argrysthia albistria, Caryocolum frater-
nella and Coleophora lutipennella. 
The latter two were identified by Patrick
Clement. These new species took the
overall number found to 405 since
trapping began in 2015. Previous 
highlights include Convolvulus Hawk-
moth, Leopard Moth and Waved Black.

Tom is developing the 2.5-acre meadow
to provide a viable habitat for all types
of wildlife, including Lepidoptera, birds
and mammals. He was able to give 
visitors a brief glimpse of an adult 
Grass Snake, which breeds on the site.

He said: ‘I want to 
encourage people to
provide for wildlife in
their gardens and to 
educate visitors about
wildlife conservation
through open days,
events and school visits.’
For event details, see
www.ashwoodnurs-
eries.com/events

Article and photographs 
by Roger Wasley

A Bordered
Beauty was
one of six
new moth
species for
the wildlife
meadow

The name
Wax Moth
refers to the
moth's
lifestyle - it
lives in bee-
hives, where
the larvae
feed on the
honeycomb

   ood, 13 July

Stephen O'Neil, Managing Director of
Wood's Brewery, Anthea Turner, TV 
presenter, and Philip Dunne, MP for 

Ludlow, outside the House of Commons
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The venue
Ten years ago, Staffordshire Wildlife
Trust (SWT) took ownership of
Highgate Common in South
Staffordshire. It’s a very special
place, providing a wonderful green
space for neighbouring residential
and urban areas of the Black
Country and beyond. It also has
SSSI status in view of its heathland
and the rare species this supports,
in particular many unusual
invertebrates, reptiles, amphibians,
birds, moths and butterflies.

The work of SWT is well
supported by a strong group of
volunteers, including some WMBC
members, who work to maintain the

heathland and carry out various
monitoring tasks. 2019 is a good
year to look back and assess
progress. It also marks the 50th
anniversary of SWT and, of course,
the 40th of West Midlands Branch
of Butterfly Conservation.

The event
Our joint birthday celebrations
included a Moth Night at the end
of June, which included a nocturnal
walk, led by Senior Heathlands
Officer, Hayley Dorrington.
Auspices for the walk were good;
not only was the weather perfect
but, on arrival at the Visitor Centre,
we were greeted by the call of 
a cuckoo. Moths were already in
evidence: Ragwort near the 
Visitor Centre had been invaded
by an army of hungry Cinnabar
moth caterpillars and there was

even an adult.
The event proved popular and,

after a brief explanation about moth
trapping, a group of about 30
people set off at 9.30pm from the
Visitor Centre in search of creatures
of the night. Daubenton’s bats were
much in evidence over the pool,
Pipistrelle bats were picked up by
the detectors, and Woodcock,
toads and newts were all sighted,
before a light show from glow
worms on the heath.

We arranged four moth traps of
different types near the Visitor
Centre, in as varied habitats as
possible. Many thanks to everyone
who helped with this – Dave Smith
for organising two traps, Gary
Pascoe for providing one of the
traps with a special dark UV 
light and Tom Woodhall, ably
supported by Allan Nolan, for his
invaluable help in potting, labelling
and identifying the moths.

The moths
Moths arrived in numbers as soon
as it started to get dark, micro moths
at first but, as the evening wore on,
more macro moths started to
bombard the traps. The first eye-

Wowing visitors with 84
species, including Large and
Small Elephant Hawk-moths

Moth Night at Highgate 

Gary Pascoe (volunteer), Hayley Dorrington (Staffordshire Wildlife Trust)
and Dave Smith (Butterfly Conservation and organiser of the event)

Cinnabar caterpillars on Ragwort
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catcher, a Small Elephant Hawk-
moth (a first for me), arrived just in
time for the nocturnal walkers’
return. Whenever public moth nights
are organised, you hope for an
Elephant Hawk-moth – Large and
Small are equally beautiful – and
we caught one Large and three
Small. The visitors were suitably
impressed and astonished by the
beauty of these special creatures.

Things just got better and better
and I soon ran out of pots. Dave
trekked between the traps to
replenish supplies and take potted
moths back to Tom for identification
and labelling for display the next
day. It was as if the moths were
vying for attention – as soon as I
potted one, another dropped down
beside me. Most were landing on
the outside of the trap or on the
sheet underneath.

We packed up at 1am and the
moths seemed reluctant to let us go.
Dave covered up one of his traps to
open the next morning, like a
surprise present. There are certain

moths you hope to catch for public
display: Elephant Hawk-moth as I’ve
said, plus Peppered Moth (also
known as Darwin’s moth) and
Buff-tip. We had all three and
plenty of others to wow the visitors.
The star of the show for the
seasoned moth-trappers was Pine
Hawk-moth. Having recorded 
84 species in total, we hope to
organise more trapping in the future.

The morning after…
The next morning, we started by
displaying and discussing the 
moths potted the previous evening.
Afterwards, we opened the
covered trap and carefully checked
inside. Then we set off in search of
butterflies, led by Richard

Southwell. We were soon spotting
different species across the
heathland before we reached the
woodland where we hoped to find
White Admiral. Richard spotted
several flitting around the dappled
sunlit spots amongst the trees but
they proved frustratingly elusive.
Eventually, one of the visitors
managed to photograph one
nectaring on bramble before it, too,
disappeared back into the woods.

It was a really great way to
celebrate three anniversaries!
Thanks to everyone who helped in
any way and here’s to the next 10,
40 and 50 years.

Article and photographs by 
Joy Stevens

    Common

Selection of trapped specimens, Pine Hawk-moth in the foreground

Scallop Shell moth

Figure of Eighty moth
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Monday – a good start
Up at 03:30, drive to Birmingham,
fly to Belfast, pick up a hire car 
and finally five of us arrived in
Newcastle in Northern Ireland 
at 11:30, where I phoned two
more of our group from Shropshire.
‘Hello, is that Barbara and
Andrew? We’ve arrived early and
are heading from the Murlough Dunes car park to the
Marsh Fritillary site.’ Ten metres ahead on the 
same track, to everyone’s surprise, Barbara looked
back with mobile in hand!

We walked along the beach, with the backdrop of
the Mourne Mountains, and into a rolling maze of
sandy dunes covered in wild pansies and Burnet Rose
on a carpet of Devil’s Bit Scabious leaves. Here,
hidden in these many sheltered sites, a plentiful supply
of Marsh Fritillaries (Euphydryas aurinia) were biding
their time, appearing in numbers when the sun
momentarily emerged between the intermittent showers.
These cool and cloudy conditions were very reminiscent
of an earlier visit I made in June 2015.

It would have been very easy to lose our way, but
we followed the grazing tracks made by a large herd
of ponies and cattle to see more Fritillaries basking
on the warmer paths or taking nectar from the

abundant wild flowers.
After two hours, the sun disappeared behind clouds

and so we moved to the northern end of the reserve to
see both common and grey seals on the other side of
the estuary, away from disturbance. As we returned to
the cars under darkening skies, a large and attractive
Wood Tiger raced across our path to shelter in nearby
vegetation and then posed perfectly for a photograph.

Tuesday – cheated a bit
The rain was unremitting the next morning, so we visited
a nearby exotic butterfly farm – welcomingly warm at
28°C. It was great fun to watch enormous White
Morphos chasing each other, while an impressive
variety of other tropical species attempted to feed, mate
and lay eggs. Enormous Owl butterfly caterpillars, with
dragon-like heads, devoured large green leaves like
something from a Disney fantasy film.

Northern Ireland
3–6 June 2019

Marsh Fritillary

Irish Wood Whites and  Irish Wood Whites and  
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As the rain turned to drizzle, we headed
for the coast again to find Sheeplands, a
remote reserve around an abandoned village
with difficult parking. The flora was spectacular,
especially the yellow trefoils and pink sea thrift. Pipits
were active but invertebrates kept very low profiles.

Wednesday – more drizzle
The rain had turned to drizzle and we ventured 
north-west to Craigavon to look for Irish Wood
White (Leptidea juvernica), also known as Cryptic
Wood White. Ian Rippey from BCNI was our
guide for the day.

Wet gear on again, we trampled through the
damp grasses in search of anything that moved, until
the sun broke through for about an hour and first one
and then more Irish Wood Whites rose out of the
vegetation to fly quickly across the grasses, and over
scrub and away from woodland – quite different in
behaviour from our local Wood Whites (Leptidea
sinapis) and less cryptic than the Marsh Fritillary. Very
soon pairs were courting, characteristically only the
female flapping her wings while the male waved 
its proboscis repeatedly side-to-side across her
antennae, in contrast to synapsis courtship where the

male also flaps its wings.
I asked Ian why he thought one male had left a

female, despite ten minutes’ courting behaviour. He
quickly quipped, ‘It’s just like the story about the fella
invited to a wedding. When he arrives, he sees a
smartly dressed man at the bar. He goes up to him
and says, “You must be the groom.” “No,” the man
replies, “I was eliminated in the semi-finals.”’

In the afternoon, Ian took us to a remote bog called
the Montiaghs, pronounced ‘Munchies’, very

descriptive as it’s a chocolate-coloured
matrix of sedges and dark pools with an
occasional filling of cotton grasses. It’s
a difficult expanse of spongy grasses,
with serious consequences if you take a
wrong turn – hidden water-filled cavities,

deep pools and very wet boots! Despite
the cool and cloudy conditions, we

managed to see the very rare Irish Damselfly
(Coenagrion lunulatum) – just one, briefly flying and
then settling for a while on the sedges. In a nearby
wet meadow, we found Green Hairstreak, Small
Heath and Four-spotted Chaser.

Returning to Newcastle, we enjoyed the pre-dinner
ritual of Guinness, talk of species seen and plans for
the next day. Later that evening, we visited Ballykinler,
a nearby MoD site, to check on moth species. Our
host, Adam Mantell, is Chair of BCNI and site
ecologist. His seven-point list of directions to access
the site ended with: ‘The nice man with the sub-
machine gun will ask why you are there.’ In fact, there
were two nice men with sub-machine guns who stood
either side of our vehicle as we explained our reasons
for visiting this very active military site.

We set up a huge 400W lamp on a white sheet
on top of a grassy sand dune as it turned dark around
ten o’clock. Any shipping in the area could have

 cryptic Fritillaries cryptic Fritillaries Celebrating 
40 years

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

...a rolling 
maze of sandy 

dunes covered in wild 
pansies and Burnet
Rose on a carpet of
Devil’s Bit Scabious

leaves.

Irish Wood White, showing the black 
mark on the edge of the male's wing
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Wood TigerSmall Heath

ignored the distant lighthouse and homed in on our
more impressive light source. Moths soon did the
same, in good numbers despite the fine drizzle,
overwhelmingly Map-winged Swift but then a
Bordered Sallow arrived – a first sighting for
everyone in the group. After potting the more
interesting species, we packed away at midnight.

Thursday – ended on a high
We returned in the morning to check the overnight
moth traps. We recorded numerous species at this
important coastal site, untreated by chemicals and
overseen by a sympathetic military commander.

With plenty of time before our evening flight, we

spent three hours back at Murlough Dunes checking
more areas around the site in cool but dry conditions.
Remarkably, we found many pairs of mating Fritillaries,
remaining very still and waiting for the sun to reappear.
During our ad hoc survey and count, we saw 74
individuals but there must have been hundreds
scattered around this fabulous site. I later learnt that,
during better weather on the day after we left, 278
were counted on a Transect at Murlough, a record
count for this site.

Perhaps we need another visit in late summer to see
the Scabious in flower across the rolling dunes, while
the caterpillars are still active within their silken tents
before hibernating over winter.

Article and photographs by Mel Mason 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

Many thanks to the entire group and especially to our hosts in Butterfly Conservation Northern Ireland.

Group: Hugh Glennie, Andrew Holder, Barbara Holder, Liz Lloyd, Mel Mason, Mary Singleton and

Mike Williams (WMBC); Adam Mantell, Ian Rippey and Ken Stewart (BCNI).
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A mother and daughter set out to see every
butterfly species in the West Midlands

I’ve been an avid ‘bug-hunter’ since childhood.
Growing up on Cannock Chase, I spent every summer

in pursuit of butterflies and any other insects I could find.
My daughter, Amelie, aged 9, is also wildlife-mad. So,
when I read about the Patrick Barkham Challenge in
last Winter’s Comma, I thought it would be a great way
to raise funds while we were out and about. We spend
a lot of our free time in nature reserves, and the idea of
trying to find every local species of butterfly appealed
to us both. I had no idea that the challenge would take
over our lives!

Spring
In the beginning, we simply ticked off and tried to
photograph every butterfly we saw. Orange Tips
seemed to be everywhere during April. We also saw
the odd Peacock, Red Admiral and Comma. Once I
started to see posts coming through on the Branch’s
Facebook page about Green Hairstreak sightings on
Cannock Chase, I decided to take a trip up to my old
stomping ground to see if we could find one. I was
expecting to have to hunt around for ages but, less than
two minutes into our walk from Glacial Boulder car
park, we were suddenly surrounded by dozens of them,
dancing like jewels amongst the swathes of Bilberry.

From that visit onwards, we were hooked. Every
time we saw a new species, Amelie’s first words
were, ‘Which one do we need to find next?’ Armed
with two great publications, Butterflies of the West
Midlands and Walking with Butterflies, we embarked
on the challenge in earnest.

Butterfly-hunting could be anxiety-inducing at
times. A combination of work, school and other
commitments meant we could only get out on

Amelie at our challenge 'launch', Hartlebury
Common, Worcestershire

Green Hairstreak,
Cannock Chase,
Staffordshire

Our Patrick
Barkham 
Challenge
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Saturdays and for short periods once or twice in
the week. If the weather at those times was too
wet, windy or cold, our chances of seeing
butterflies were greatly reduced.

Summer
I learned that some butterflies only fly for a few
weeks, the Dingy Skipper being one of
them. By the beginning of June, we still
hadn’t seen one; as the end of their
flight period drew near, I started to fear
this might be the first species we’d miss
out on. We set off to Penny Hill, near
Martley, praying for a bit of sun on an
overcast Saturday. Mike Williams, WMBC
Publicity & Marketing Officer, had given us
directions to the area where he thought we’d have
the best chance of spotting one. We’d studied
photos of roosting Skippers, in case it was too cold
for them to fly, but luckily Penny Hill seemed to
have its own microclimate that day. The sun came
out and Amelie quickly found one nectaring on
Bird’s-foot Trefoil, closely followed by another. Our
20th species – and a huge sense of relief!

The most difficult butterfly for us to find was the
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary. We spent weeks
looking for them in the Wyre Forest and on
Catherton Common, with no luck. On one
memorable occasion, we got lost in the Wyre
Forest; our planned leisurely amble turned into an
11-mile trek and, with the light fading and my

phone battery dying, we had to flag down a
passing motorist (luckily not a mad axe-murderer) to
get a lift back to our car. After five unsuccessful trips,
I was beginning to give up hope but thought we’d
have one last-ditch attempt at a different site before
the end of their flight period. We took a trip to the
Stiperstones in the Shropshire Hills, on another
overcast day, and set off to find Brook Vessons
nature reserve (Walk 13 in Walking with Butterflies).
The walk was long, and a bit of an ankle-buster, but

we finally found the reserve – just as the heavens
opened. Cue much gnashing of teeth!

After spending half an hour stumbling
about aimlessly in the boggy grazing
pasture, the rain lifted. Amelie suddenly
tripped and fell, then whispered,’ Here’s
one!’ She’d somehow managed to fall

right in front of a roosting fritillary! Scarcely
able to believe our luck, I took a few photos

through the grass stalks and then, very gingerly and
holding my breath, moved some of the grass aside
for a decent shot. In a moment of absolute joy, the
butterfly climbed onto my fingers and opened its
wings. I managed to get a few photos of this beautiful
creature before it took off, and suddenly there were
three of them flying around. I don’t know who was
more pleased – us, or the endlessly patient Mike
Williams, who would no longer have to check dozens
of my fritillary photos before gently telling me that, yet
again, none of them were of the ‘small’ variety!

We missed out on one butterfly, the Large Heath,
despite two visits to Whixall Moss and spending
hours and hours there. We’d just been unlucky with
the weather and had left it too late in the season, I
think. Luckily, the successful visits far outnumbered the

The most 
difficult butterfly 

for us to find was the
Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary. We spent
weeks looking for

them ...

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Brook Vessons, Shropshire

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

Dingy Skipper, 
Penny Hill, 
Worcestershire



fruitless ones.
In August we were lucky enough to have a

Grayling land on our car windscreen as we
arrived in search of them at The Bog in Shropshire.
If only all butterflies were so obliging! Then, on the
way home, we stopped at Wenlock Edge and
managed to find Wall butterflies and, completely
unexpectedly, a Wood White. I believe it was the
first-ever reported Wood White sighting for the site.
I only wish I’d realised how significant it was at the
time!

A few of our ‘finds’ only happened because of
the kindness of strangers. Thanks to David and
Steven Williams, who showed us two Brown
Hairstreaks within an hour of us getting to one of
their favoured spots in Grafton Wood; these were
Amelie’s favourite sightings of the whole challenge
so far. We saw a White-letter Hairstreak and two
Purple Hairstreaks at Trench Wood with the help
of Rob Gardner, and two Brown Argus on
Hartlebury Common after a tip from Jason
Kernohan. Many of our other sightings came
thanks to people who were kind enough to share
locations and directions on social media. I also
need to thank our mentor, Derek Fearnside, for his
unfailing encouragement. He helped me to research
sites, and kept our spirits up, particularly after our
epic failure with the Large Heath (no mean feat!).

Autumn
At the time of writing, we’ve seen 38 species, and
have only one left to find, the Clouded Yellow. The
challenge has been tremendous fun and a
wonderful way to spend our summer. We’ve both
learned so much about butterflies: their habitats,
food-plants and flight periods. We now have

butterfly-friendly plants in our own garden and have
already managed to lure in five species.

We’ve also raised money for Butterfly
Conservation, quickly beating our modest target, so
Amelie’s first fundraising effort has been a great
success. We owe a massive thank you to everyone
who has donated. We’re thinking of doing a similar
challenge next year, to raise money to help
conserve the Large Heath in the hope that it might
be easier to find in the future.

Article and photographs by Nicola Heeley 

Wood White, Wenlock Edge, Shropshire

Amelie with 
Brimstone, 

Grafton Wood, 
Worcestershire

A guide to 40 top butterfly
sites in the West Midlands, 
including both urban and
rural walks, complete with
photographs and maps

£5.95 each + £1.50 p&p, 
cheques payable to Butterfly Conservation
West Midlands Branch.
Order from WMBC, Annesbrook, 
2 Dewberry Close, Stourport, DY13 8TB
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The Knepp estate
In the year 2000, Isabella Tree and her husband
Charlie Burrell found themselves forced to
realise that intensive farming on their land at
the Knepp, West Sussex, was actually
driving them close to bankruptcy. EU
subsidies and government expectations
necessitated huge inputs of fertilizers,
fungicides and other chemicals, and also the
heavy Sussex clay was extremely difficult to work with.

They took a spectacular leap of faith and decided
to hand their farm back to nature, working with the land
rather than against it. They stopped spraying and
fertilizing, brought in small herds of roaming animals
for grazing – Longhorn cattle, Tamworth pigs, Roe and
Fallow deer, Exmoor ponies – and waited to see what
would happen.

Remarkably soon, there were fields of wildflowers
and clouds of insects. Over the next few years, birds
not seen for decades returned, including redwings,
fieldfares, snipe, woodcock, skylarks, nightingales,
ravens, turtle doves and five species of owl. Thirteen
species of bat are now resident, orchids and other
flowers indicate that the soil is reviving and butterflies
abound everywhere.

Our trip
In July this year, a group from the Branch went to visit the
Knepp estate. It is an astonishing place. As you walk
around, you get the feeling you have jumped back 100

years and are seeing the countryside as it was then
– mature oak trees, overgrown hedges full of

birds, long grass and acres of wildflowers.
There are vast areas of Common Fleabane,
not quite in flower when we were there, but
when it blooms it will attract masses of

butterflies and other insects.
One of the most spectacular species now

flourishing there is the Purple Emperor butterfly
(Apatura iris) and this was the main focus of the visit. We
were fortunate to have Matthew Oates and Neil Hulme 
as guides, who took us to the areas colonised by the
butterflies and explained their behaviour and life cycles.

An inspirational tale of habitat recovery 
and species return.

Wilding at the Knepp

Purple Emperor

They took 
a spectacular 
leap of faith and 
decided to hand 
their farm back 
to nature
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Purple Emperor behaviour
In the morning, the males frantically search the sallow
thickets for newly emerged females. To quote Matthew:
‘They’ve spent ten months as a caterpillar waiting for this.
They’ve pupated, they’re mature and they’re desperate.
They’re squaddies in the disco on a Saturday night.
They’re sailors in port after a nine-month voyage.’

In the afternoons, the males occupy territories up in the
oak trees and can be seen flying in the canopy gaps
between two trees. Our guides showed us which trees
to watch and we saw many butterflies doing exactly that
– a neck-aching activity for the watchers.

Occasionally, one would come down lower and 
feed on sap leaking from a branch, competing with 
Red Admiral butterflies and usually chasing them 
off! Purple Emperors can be very aggressive and will 
launch themselves at anything which occupies their
airspace, even birds. Females are seldom seen and 

are most active in
the early afternoon
when they are

laying eggs in the sallow thickets.
Before Purple Emperors appeared at

the Knepp, they had been considered
to be almost exclusively a woodland
species, mostly because other sites where they were still
resident in the UK were forests and closed-canopy
woods. Sallow is a rarely tolerated species in woodland,
with no commercial value and therefore usually removed.
When it appeared en masse at the Knepp, local farmers
and landowners were appalled, but it soon became
apparent that it was an important source of browse for
the roaming animals before the grass flushes in spring. In
2009, Matthew Oates discovered with immense
excitement that Purple Emperors were using the extensive
sallow groves as breeding grounds, and in ensuing years
numbers have risen dramatically.

In her book Wilding, Isabella Tree makes the point that
this is just one example of a species we have
misunderstood, because we have restricted and
marginalised the habitat to something less than ideal.
Nightingales are another example, thought to favour
woodland coppice, but actually happy in uncut
hedgerows. Given the chance, species will occupy very
different habitats from the ones we have learned to
expect. The Knepp has lessons for us all.

Most UK butterflies are declining dramatically, so it’s
a huge relief to encounter a butterfly that’s doing well. In
the ten years to 2014, the Purple Emperor increased its
distribution by 135%. Apparently, it is a very mobile
species and it has turned up in all sorts of weird places
including supermarket car parks, a crematorium and even
Gatwick airport. Although canopy-dwelling, it comes
down to feed on excrement and other strong-smelling
substances; this made it vulnerable to collection,
especially in the Victorian period. Thankfully most people
are no longer tempted to collect, and we were content
to come away with our photographs.

Article by Alison Uren 
Photographs by Mel Mason

ISBN: 9781509805099   
Authors: Isabella Tree 

Publisher: Picador 
Published: 3 May 2018 

Cost: £20

Purple Emperor

Celebrating 
40 years
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Ewyas Harold - the Meadows 
reserve and the Common

The Meadows
In September 2018, some of the
meadows were cut and vegetation
collected because we hadn’t been
able to graze them in winter 2017-
18. Nine sheep owned by Lloyd
Reed and four ponies owned by
Rhona Mackillop (who both live
adjacent to the meadows) then
grazed the meadows in winter
2018–19; all stock was removed
by the end of March. The top
meadow was cut for hay in late July
but some bales were left, so Ian
Hart and his team cleared the
netting and Rhona’s ponies ate the
hay!

In October 2018, the main task
for the winter work parties was

clearing the fence line in the small
northern meadow so that the fence
could be replaced. It was quite a
task, but Ian, Dilys, Sue, Dean,
Jane, Tim, Robin, Lorraine, and
Rosie all worked extremely hard to
finish it. The main fencing work
was done in the spring but we’re
still waiting for it to be completed
and the interpretation panel to go
back up.

Pearl-bordered Fritillaries (PBF)
were seen nectaring on the
meadows in spring 2019, and
later there were lots of Marbled
Whites, Dark Green Fritillaries,
Common Blues, Large Skippers,
Ringlets and Meadow Browns.
There was a good show of orchids

too. Scrub is starting to encroach
onto the slopes: this will be cut and
treated over the coming winter.

The thistles were topped quite
late this summer and the hay was
made in August, too late for good
fodder and so it’ll probably go for
bedding. The sheep and ponies
will graze over the winter again.

The Common
PBF numbers were very good this
spring. On the timed count in May,
90 were seen by Sue (224 by Ian
and other recorders). This compares
to 120 seen by Sue (346 by Ian
and other recorders) in 2018, 120
in 2017 and 53 in 2016. Small
Pearl-bordered Fritillaries were

Pearl-bordered Fritillary thrives under management regime

Dean and Jane removing plastic
hay wrapping  (Dilys Hart)
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also seen on the Common, after
many years’ absence.

Bracken-cutting took place in
summer 2018, some controlled
and some unplanned (a Commoner
cut and baled bracken for bedding
in the large area on the open south-
facing slope where many of the PBF
adults were seen flying last spring).
The impact of this cutting is to
encourage grass growth, which
supresses the violets needed for
the PBF.

I found a PBF larva (see picture
below, circled in orange – I won’t
win any prizes for photography!) in
an area of bracken litter
and sparse scrub,
which might indicate
that they lay in

sheltered areas that have a lot of
bracken litter warmed by the April
sun. So it might be that, although
we saw a lot of adults on the south-
facing slope, they may not be
choosing that area for breeding. It
would be good to carry out some
larvae searches on the slope this
autumn or next spring.

Ownership of the Common
The transfer of ownership is
progressing. The Charitable
Incorporated Organisation (CIO) 
is being registered under the 
name The Ewyas Harold Common

Trust. The transfer can then
go ahead, hopefully

in the next few
months.

Winter work parties
Huge thanks to Ian and Dilys Hart
and all the volunteers who do so
much conservation work on these
two wonderful sites. See page 29
for details of this winter’s work
parties.

Article by Lucy Morton
Reserves Officer

Herefordshire Fungi Group
On 7 November 2018, 14 members of this
group visited the Common and carried out 
a fungi survey. If you’d like a copy of the full
species list, email me at lmorton@butterfly-
conservation.org

Visits
Herefordshire Wildlife Trust
On 16 May 2019, ten members of the Aymestrey
Branch visited the Common for a guided walk. Ian
and I led them round on a lovely sunny day. They
had good views of Pearl-bordered Fritillaries, Dingy
Skippers, Common Blues and Mother Shipton moths.

On page 24 of the Winter
2018/2019 Comma, we 
showed the Common as a Butterfly
Conservation Reserve. In fact, the
Meadows are the official reserve, 
although WMBC volunteers are
closely involved with the manage-
ment of the Common as well.

Correction

Cutter collector, and brushcutting
on the slope (Dilys Hart)
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This remarkable species is
resident in many long-

established woodlands and is
well distributed across the
Midlands and southern England.
I’ve seen a handful during moth-
trapping events in the Wyre Forest
and was even lucky enough to
find one in my garden trap some
years ago.

But it is the strange-looking
larva (see cover) that gives the
Lobster Moth its name. It has a
large head, long thoracic legs
and a swollen anal segment on
which the claspers are modified
into long thin structures.

Until recently, I had only seen
the larvae once; a batch of ant-
like young caterpillars being
reared in a glass tank in
Herefordshire. From that moment I
hoped that one day I would have
my own larvae to rear. That day
came in July, when I was given a
few tiny caterpillars laid by a

female that had come to light, itself
a rare occurrence.

A voracious appetite
For the next four weeks, I watched
the larvae grow rapidly on a diet
of beech leaves. In the run up to
their over-wintering in a cocoon
spun among the leaves, I was out
foraging for beech leaves every
day. What an appetite these
insects have!

Needless to say, there has been
great interest in my Lobster Moth
larvae and a few keen moth-ers
have dropped in for a photo

It’s a red-letter day, or should
I say night, when you see a
Lobster Moth

session. Hopefully, the adults will
emerge next May. I’m keeping my
fingers crossed!

Article and photographs by
Roger Wasley

A Lobster not for the pot!

The adult Lobster Moth
is quite distinctive
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9–12 May 2019

Setting up – Wednesday
The weather and the mood changed from winter to
summer in five days. On Wednesday, during eight
hours of persistent cold drizzle, we set up the display
inside a gloomy white gazebo with tent flaps held shut
for much of the time. Unlaminated posters started to
sag in the damp atmosphere and we wondered if the
anticipated 100,000 footfall would materialise during
the following four days.

Thursday
It was not a good start: dull and very cold conditions,
with many visitors hiding in the nearby massive floral
marquee. However, BC volunteers from Sussex and
Derbyshire came to find out about local conservation
projects, and ask directions to the Wood’s Beer Tent
to try the new Wood White beer – a brew
celebrating the remarkably successful reintroduction
of the Wood White to sites in Shropshire and
Worcestershire. By mid-morning, visitors with pre-
booked tickets wanted their money’s worth and
looked determined to visit each attraction. We set to
work talking and recruiting. Our moth display
(provided by Mike Williams), which included the
scarce Silver Cloud, attracted much interest. Later, a
BBC Midlands Today reporter was ‘Live at the

Malvern RHS Show’ but by 6.45pm only one person
was left to interview in the floral marquee!

Friday
Spring arrived, still cool but mainly sunny, and our
volunteers hijacked the crowds of passing visitors with
‘The top-ten nectar plants to attract butterflies into your
garden’ and a BC leaflet. This was the stepping stone
to talk about Plants for Pollinators, bringing wildlife
back into the garden and helping to create wildlife
corridors. This soon led to a discussion of identifying
butterflies and moths, with one of several free ID charts

RHS Malvern Spring Festival
David Vernon, Mel Mason and John Lane - ready to rock!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22

Walking with Butterflies guide
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Leigh had collected High Brown Fritillary from the
Wyre Forest and Wood White from the Malverns –
both very much from the last century. But,
paradoxically, this was another route to talk about the
successes of local volunteer work – Grayling on the
Malverns, Brown Hairstreak in Grafton Wood, Pearl-
bordered Fritillary at Wyre Forest and Ewyas
Harold, the Wood White Project at Monkwood,
Mortimer Forest and Haugh Wood, and, further afield,
Silver-studded Blue at Prees Heath and Large Heath
at Whixall Moss, to mention a few.
Our large screen showed over 30 short videos of
conservation and volunteer work, along with the
behaviour of our more at-risk species from local
reserves, again emphasising the positive work around

from around the Malverns, the Wyre Forest, Woolhope
Dome and South Shropshire being handed out. Many
then wanted to know more about the wildlife reserves
and BC conservation projects highlighted on a large
OS map of the West Midlands.

Some visitors were amazed by the magnificent
display of butterflies from the forties, fifties and sixties,
a legacy from Leigh Spencer Plester, who collected
in the Wyre Forest, the Malverns and further afield as
a young man, later making wildlife documentaries for
Finnish television where he lived for 40 years. His
brother, Keith Plester, donated the collection to the
Branch following Leigh’s death last year. Interestingly,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21

Leigh Spencer Plester collection
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the region and the difference made by volunteers.
Visitors from the Cadbury estate in Bourneville in

Birmingham wanted to know how to set up a wildlife
meadow. We talked about the need to reduce fertility
and provide connectivity along our road verges, two
of the innovative ideas outlined by BC’s Phil Sterling
at our 2018 Branch AGM. They also asked if the
Branch could produce a guide to butterflies around
Birmingham, with funding possibly available – what a
great idea!

Of course, to maintain our conservation work we
need funding and support, and so recruitment is very
important. This year, in discussion with BC, we trialled
a scheme to offer free one-year membership and
a prize draw for anyone visiting the show.
The forms were A6 size and easy to handle
and distribute with other leaflets. This was
very successful, although too often the
discussion on conservation work took
precedence over the hard sell of recruitment
– an understandable situation for volunteers
more passionate about their work than the pragmatic
aspect of funding and maintaining the Branch’s hard-
won nature reserves. Local publications, especially the
new Walking with Butterflies guide, were also very
popular with local visitors.

Saturday
The weekend saw the arrival of early summer as the
temperatures increased and the sun kept shining, now
on thousands of visitors – in fact, over 25,000 each
day! Liz Lloyd and I were on duty on several sessions
and also visiting at the start and end of each day to
set up and collect money and equipment.

Sunday
On the last day, we fitted in a butterfly transect on
North Hill and looked down on the site from 1200 feet

above. The show was magnificent, and the display of
garden plants breathtaking, especially the bonsai trees
planted in the forties and fifties. Bands played,
projecting a wonderful summer sound for both visitors
and exhibitors to enjoy. But, from above, the site looked
more like a gleaming gigantic car park set in the heart
of the Severn Valley, between the contrasting beauties
of the upland Malverns and its acidic grasslands, and
the nearby Cotswold limestone escarpment.

Thanks
Our section of the show was called ‘Live Well’ and

contained many wildlife charities. We were provided
with an attractive gazebo in a prime site with

a wonderful collection of lavender, hebe
and wallflower to support our Plants for
Pollinators theme. Tessa Warby, Shows
Coordinator, visited the site twice during
the event and responded quickly to the

minor problems that inevitably arise at
events. We’d like to thank Tessa for the site

and the support provided by the Three Counties
Showground.

Our stand, which was all about conservation and
volunteer work, could not have happened without the
volunteers who gave so much time and energy. Our
thanks go to everyone who helped to make it a
success, including Pisces Publications.

Finally, thanks to our partner organisations, including
the Malvern Hills Trust and AONB, who generously
provided the A-frames, display boards and A1 wildlife
images that transformed our stand into a professional-
looking attraction. I was pleased to see Worcestershire
Wildlife Trust celebrating wildlife in a nearby gazebo,
including images of the butterflies in our shared wildlife
reserves.

Article and photographs by Mel Mason 

The striking black-and-yellow caterpillars of the Buff-tip
moth are gregarious until the final instar. A group of
ten larvae were seen stripping leaves off a Sallow 
tree on the banks of the River Avon at Eckington,
Worcestershire, on 27 August 2019. (Roger Wasley) 

Buff-tip moth 

...the
temperatures 

increased and the sun
kept shining, now on
thousands of visitors –
in fact, over 25,000

each day!
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Ithought readers might enjoy these photographs of a
Speckled Wood butterfly that lived in my garden in

summer last year – known to us as ‘Cecil’. For many
years, butterflies of this species have appeared from
one corner of my small garden. I think they may lay their
eggs there.

A taste for daisies and exotic fruits 
On 10 July 2018, a Speckled Wood settled on the
tablecloth of my makeshift garden table, which has a
daisy design. He seemed to like the daisies and
remained there for a very long time. Even when I was
eating within two feet of him, he would fly off and return

a short while later. He had quite exotic tastes: one day
I put out an apricot and he returned for several days to
feed off that; later he was very keen on a slice of melon.

When a Large or Small White, Comma or Ringlet
came within six feet of him, he chased them off swiftly.
However, when a female Speckled Wood came, they
flew up together dancing and swirling, passing over
other gardens and presumably mating.

As you will see from the photos, Cecil had very rich
velvety chocolate wings. He continued to visit on most
days until 18 August.

Article and photographs by Georgie Virr 

The Strange Case of a 
Speckled Wood called Cecil

A printed daisy seems to fool our speckled friend

Cecil enjoys an apricot ...

... and then a slice of melon
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Mike Williams tells me that Speckled Woods will
feed on fruit and he’s seen them on over-ripe
blackberries but nothing quite so exotic as apricots and
melons! He suggests that Cecil’s flying with another
Speckled Wood is more likely to be a territorial dispute
between two males than courtship. He’s not sure about

the attraction of the tablecloth but wonders whether,
rather than the daisy pattern itself, it arose either from
heat reflected by the white areas of the cloth or from
residues of all that fruit.

Do let me know if you have other theories or if
you’ve observed other unusual behaviours in butterflies
or moths.

Dogfight!

From the Editor

stuck in to defend a sunny spot and whirr around
in close proximity. They’re sometimes oblivious to
your presence and float by within inches of where
you’re standing; I’ve even waved a hand to break
their intense concentration!

It was this species that prompted me to pen this
piece, after an unusual observation in August.
While wandering up the track from the footbridge,
in a sunny spot, a Speckled Wood rose to attack.
To my astonishment the intruder was a Southern
Hawker Dragonfly! The attack was short-lived and
the dragonfly moved away – it seems butterflies are
not on their menu! After telling the dragonfly
recorder for the county this story, he remarked the
Speckled Wood was lucky, as some dragonflies will
take a butterfly!

Article by Garth Lowe

I have been enjoying butterflies
for many years and, now and
then, witness disputes between 
individuals. During my weekly
transect walk in Worcestershire
Wildlife Trust's Knapp and 
Papermill Reserve, Large 
Skipper, Comma, Speckled
Wood and Peacock are the
main participants. It’s quite
amusing to watch their antics.

The Peacocks and Commas ascend to great
heights before peeling off and returning to a suit-
able spot in their territory for the day, awaiting
the passage of a female. Large Skippers tend to
whiz off a few feet above the grass. Even
Meadow Browns occasionally indulge: I’ve seen
three engaged, although only briefly. During 
August in the garden, two Holly Blues did the
same for a short time.

I once spent half an hour by the brook where a
male Silver-washed Fritillary was holding a 
territory, constantly patrolling with an occasional
stop on a leaf in the sun. This was also the spot
chosen by a Comma and, every now and then,
both spent a bit of time practising the art of 
driving off a competitor.

Speckled Woods, on the other hand, really get

A Silver-washed Fritillary (valezina form) interacts with a
Painted Lady (Andrew Fusek Peters)

It’s a behavioural thing!
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False Apollo
The search for the

and other rarities
Northern Greece, April 2019
The weather for our week-long trip was more typical of
northern Britain than northern Greece. We laboured
under overcast skies and in fine drizzle, with only
occasional sunny intervals. At 13–17°C, the
temperatures were well below the minimum for UK
butterfly transects.

Day 1 – a slow start

Nothing much stirred so Michael, our local expert
entomologist, led a search to find the larval host plants
of several indigenous butterflies, including the False
Apollo (Archaon apollinus). Commonly known as
‘Birthwort’, the plants are poisonous but apparently still
used as a traditional aid to birth in some countries. The
genus Aristolochia covers more than 500 species but
three were local to the area: A. pallida, A. rotunda and
A.hirta.

The low-lying plants were growing between or under
the many thorny shrubs. Their characteristic smelly
flowers resemble miniature saxophones and attract
different species of small flies, which are temporarily
trapped inside and then released the following day
with sufficient pollen to transfer to other plants to
facilitate fertilisation.

Eggs and caterpillars of the Southern Festoon
(Zerynthia polyxena) were soon discovered on the
undersides of A. pallida, but not on the other species.
It seemed a little late in the season for eggs of Eastern
Festoon (Zerynthea cerisy) and False Apollo, even
though the latter is in flight only in March and April.

Day 2 – slim pickings

During an hour or two of sunshine, more butterflies
appeared along a railway embankment in a winding
limestone valley used for military training, not far north

False Apollo - female
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CONTINUED ON PAGE 28

 
  

of Alexandropoulos. A plethora of common species
emerged, only to be disturbed by an explosion from a
distant tank cannon that sent terrifying echoes around
the valley. The reverberations intensified during several
more explosions but the insects continued to feed and
mate before the inevitable drizzle returned.

Later in the afternoon, at the archaeological site 
of Makri, the sun shone on large patches of Iris 
and Asphodel. We saw Green-underside Blue
(Glaucopsyche alexis) posing on the petals of the latter.

Day 3 – success!

On our third day in the same location within the Evros
Hills, my search of a limestone ridge was interrupted
by two blasts of a whistle. I ran down the steep slope

to reach the source. My way was blocked by
clumps of Christ’s Thorn (Paliurus spina-christi)
but, with scratched limbs, I arrived in time to see
Martin, our expert ecologist guide, smiling,

pointing and shouting ‘It’s a female!’
Our group soon assembled and we were greatly

relieved to see our first female False Apollo posing on
the short grassy turf. We later saw more of this species
in a limestone valley, where the temperature almost hit
the twenties in full sunshine.

Other sightings included Eastern Dappled 
White (Euchloe ausonia), both Festoons, the 
helice form of Clouded Yellow (Colias crocea), 
Sooty Copper (Lycaena tityrus), Grecian Copper
(Lycaena ottomana), Large Tortoiseshell (Nymphalis
polychloros), Scarce Swallowtail (Iphiclides podalirius)
and Camberwell Beauty (Nymphalis antiopa).

Day 4 – a wash out

We moved further west, to our second location in
Volakas near Falakro Mountain. We stopped en route
to explore the Nestos valley but the visit was
unfortunately cut short by a torrential downpour. On
arrival in Volakas, during a dry moment later in the day,
we explored the higher slopes by the local marble
quarries, but only male and female Common Heath
(Ematurga atomaria) braved the dull and cold
conditions.

Day 5 – things pick up

With the weather cool but sunny, we started to explore
a limestone slope by a main road where Nick and
Peter helped to track down Weaver’s Fritillary
(Boloria dia), Eastern Baton Blue (Scolitandides
vicrama), Queen of Spain Fritillary (Issoria lathoniaI)
and a Mallow Skipper (Carcharodus alceae) roosting
in the vegetation waiting for the day to warm. Liz also
found an attractive Eastern Green Lizard hiding in the
undergrowth.

Further afield, along a limestone track by the Despatis
River at Potamoi, the sun shone brightly and the insects
emerged in force, including Gruner’s Orange Tip
(Anthocharis gruneriI), Chequered Blue (Scolitantides
orion) and Green Hairstreak (Callophrys rubi) – the

Sooty Copper

Aristolochia pallida

There are up 
to 240 butterfly
species in Greece,
compared with 60 in
the UK and 40 in the
West Midlands.
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Lattice Heath Moth Eastern Dappled White

last discovered by Bernard, an authority on European
species.

During an extended search along grassy verges
higher up the track, I noticed a slight movement 
in the grasses and discovered a very small Eastern
Wood White (Leptidea duponcheli), identified by
characteristic but subtle wing markings in the first brood
and lacking any white on its antennae. Tony made the
only other sighting nearby. 

Days 6 and 7 – more eggs than butterflies

Only a few sunny intervals but another visit to Potamoi
yielded a Wood White (Leptidea sinapis) laying eggs
on low-lying Lathyrus-like plants that were common in
the open spaces.

At a site by a reservoir below Orvilos Mountain, a

Lattice Heath (Chiasmia clathrata) moth made a
welcome appearance. Blackthorn was abundant, a
wash of white blossom around the shore line, and we
soon found Brown Hairstreak (Thecla betulae) eggs
in good numbers, with evidence of caterpillars recently
emerged from many.

In summary
The week was more productive than the weather would
suggest. Every naturalist recognises the search can be
more rewarding if the species is more difficult to find.
Although there’s a selfish pleasure in observing the
behaviour of hard-to-find species before gathering the
troops and spoiling the moment, we worked as a team
and shared the thrill of each new find.

Article and photographs by Mel Mason 

False Apollo - male False Apollo - male 

Many thanks for their companionship and remarkable expertise to:
The Group: Bernard, Melvyn, Elizabeth, Tony, Helen, David, Mel, Liz, Nick, Peter, Emma, Aiden
Our Guides: Martin Warren, Michael de Courcy Williams

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27
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Cannock Chase Work Parties – Dingy
Skipper Sun 10 Nov and 26 Jan: in partnership
with Staffordshire County Council
11am outside Rangers Bungalow, Marquis’s Drive,
Staffordshire, WS12 4PW (SK005153)
Contact Rob Taylor, Countryside Ranger: 01543
370737, 07817 122760,
robert.taylor@staffordshire.gov.ukk

Ewyas Harold Reserve and Common 
Work Parties
Sat: 21 Sep, 19 Oct, 16 Nov, 14 Dec, 18 Jan,
15 Feb, 21 Mar: Contact Ian Hart:
yellowrattle4@aol.com
Tue: 1 Oct, 5 Nov, 3 Dec, 7 Jan, 4 Feb, 3 Mar:
Contact Lucy Morton: 07503 220191,
lmorton@butterfly-conservation.org 10am at the
northern Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold Common,
adjacent to the top cattle grid (SO382302).
Approach from Abbey Dore off the B4347
(SO384306). Some hand tools will be provided
but, if you have your own, do bring them. Bring
gloves, lunch and a drink.

Grafton Wood Brown Hairstreak Egg
Searches
Sat: 30 Nov, 28 Dec (New Year mince pie and
mulled wine special), 1 Feb: 10am at Grafton
Flyford church. Contact Simon Primrose: 07952
260153, simonjprimrose@aol.com 

Grafton Wood Work Parties
Every Wed: 10am at Grafton Flyford church.
Contact John Tilt: 01386 792458,
john.tilt2@btopenworld.com

Haugh Wood Work Parties
Sat: 2 Nov, 7 Dec, 4 Jan, 1 Feb, 7 Mar: 10am
in the reserve car park on minor road from
Mordiford to Woolhope (SO592365) Contact Kate
Wollen (07786 526280,
kate.wollen@forestryengland.uk) or 
Robin Hemming (07501 020605,
robinhemming@btinternet.com)

Malvern Grayling Work Parties
Mon: 7 Oct, 21 Oct, 10 Feb, 24 Feb: 10am in
North Hill Quarry car park, WR14 4LT
(SO771469) Tea and coffee provided mid-
morning but bring own lunch/refreshments if
staying all day. Contact Mel Mason: 01684
565700, mbg.records@btinternet.com

Monkwood Work Parties
1st Sun: 6 Oct, 3 Nov, 1 Dec, 5 Jan, 2 Feb, 
1 Mar.
3rd Thu: 17 Oct, 21 Nov, 19 Dec, 16 Jan, 20
Feb, 19 Mar: 10am in the reserve car park
(SO803603) Contact Phil Adams: 01905 610830,
pdadamsrainbow@gmail.com

Penny Hill Landfill Site Work Parties
Sun 20 Oct and Sat 26 Oct: 10am at the site
entrance off Pudford Lane, Hillside, Martley
(SO752613) Contact Mike Williams (01299
824860) or Trevor Bucknall (01905 755757)

Prees Heath Common Work Parties
Wed: 9 Oct, 13 Nov, 11 Dec (half-day only,
followed by volunteers Christmas lunch), 8
Jan, 12 Feb, 11 Mar: 10.30am on the access
track opposite the Steel Heath turning off the A49
(SJ557363) Plus Fungal Foray on Sat 12 Oct –
meet 2pm as above.
Contact Stephen Lewis: 07900 886809,
phwarden@sky.com 

Scarlet Tiger Project Work Parties,
Stourbridge
Every 3rd Fri: 18 Oct, 15 Nov, 20 Dec, 17 Jan,
21 Feb, 20 Mar: 10am at a location posted on
the notice board at the northern (crematorium) end
of Roman Road. 
Contact Joy Stevens: 01384 372397,
joystevens@blueyonder.co.uk

AGM – National, Members’ Day 
and Celebratory Dinner
9.30am, Sat 16 Nov 2019
Mercure Shrewsbury Albrighton Hall Hotel & 
Spa, www.mercureshrewsbury.co.uk

More information at https://butterfly-
conservation.org/about-us/agm-reports-and-
accounts

AGM – West Midlands Branch
11am to 3pm, Sat 29 Feb 2020
Venue to be confirmed

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30

Dates for your diary
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Trench Wood Work Parties
Sun 27 Oct and 24 Nov (other dates TBC):
10am in the reserve car park (SO930588)
Contact Mike Williams 01299 824860,
wmbutterflies@gmail.com

Wood White Work Parties
Wessington Wood and Pasture Nature Reserve,
Herefordshire (SO603353) Tue 11 Feb:10am in
the reserve car park, in partnership with
Herefordshire Wildlife Trust
Bury Ditches, Shropshire (SO333839)
Sun 16 Feb:10am in the reserve car park, in

partnership with Forestry England
Contact Rhona Goddard: 01746 762364,
rgoddard@butterfly-conservation.org

Wyre Forest Work Parties
Sun: 13 Oct, 9 Feb
Wed: 27 Nov, 11 Dec, 29 Jan, 25 Mar:
Wednesdays are joint events with Natural
England – tea and coffee provided
10am in Earnwood Copse car park on the
B4194 Bewdley to Kinlet road (SO744784)
except 13 Oct: 10am in Coppice Gate car park,
bottom of Tanner's Hill (SO767754).
Contact Mike Williams: 01299 824860,
wmbutterflies@gmail.com

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29

It’s a year since I first set foot on the Telford
Millennium Nature Reserve and what a year!
Wondering where to start quickly gave way to
frenzied efforts to reclaim habitats from years of
neglect. Before we could tackle that in earnest,
we had to unearth the car park, build bridges, fix
steps and fencing, and scrape turf off buried
paths. We spent three months attacking the
brambles, nettles, thistles, gorse, birch and willow
that had replaced flower-filled grasslands, carpets
of heather and sunny woodland ponds.

New Telford Reserve
– Help Needed

Wildflowers bloom around the cleared car park

The results were spectacular. The site woke
from its winter slumber and surged towards
summer, revealing its true potential. Where once
there were brambles, we found Bee Orchids;
from beneath Gorse thickets, Bird’s-foot Trefoil
emerged; ponds burst into life with Bulrush and
Yellow Flag.

Informal surveys showed many species last
recorded in 2011 have held on: 17 butterflies
(including Dingy Skipper, Green Hairstreak,
Green Veined White and Small Copper) and
29 bird species (including White Throat,
Bullfinch, Dunnock, Linnet, Willow Warbler and
Song Thrush). Also present are Grass Snakes,
Common Lizards, Smooth Newts, an unconfirmed
Great Crested Newt and an array of Beetles,
Bugs, Bees and Wasps.

To sum up, it’s been a fantastic year – thanks to
everyone involved – but we’ve only scratched the
surface. With enthusiasm and clear objectives, the
site will go from strength to strength. If you can
help with identification expertise, guided walks,
work parties (Mondays and Fridays) or raising
awareness, please contact me: 07730688924
or peter.mcnee@groundwork.org.uk.

Article and photograph by Peter Mcnee
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Chairman                                                         
Peter Seal                                                         peterseal3@btinternet.com                        01905 426398

Vice Chairman & Conservation Officer             
Mike Southall                                                   michael_southall58@hotmail.co.uk           01299 251467

Treasurer                                                           
Lucy Lewis                                                        lemiller@btinternet.com                            01743 860717

Branch Secretary                                               
Martin Harrison                                                martinh1236@yahoo.com                        01743 351929

Regional Officers                                               
Dr Jenny Joy (Regional Conservation Manager)   jjoy@butterfly-conservation.org                  01952 249325
Rhona Goddard                                               rgoddard@butterfly-conservation.org         01746 762364

Recording, Transect and Website Co-ordinator
John Tilt                                                           john.tilt2@btopenworld.com                     01386 792458

County Records Co-ordinators                            
– Bham & Black Country - Richard Southwell     richard_southwell@hotmail.co.uk              01384 397066
– Herefordshire – Bob Hall & Ian Draycott        randphall@gmail.com                              01432 850623
– Shropshire – Tony Jacques                              rec-vc40@vc40tj.plus.com                        01952 882096
– Staffordshire – John Bryan                             johnpbryan15@aol.com                              
– Worcestershire – Mike Williams & Mel Mason wmbutterflies@gmail.com                         01299 824860

Reserve Managers
Ewyas Harold - Ian Hart                                   yellowrattle4@aol.com                             01981 510259
Grafton Wood - John Tilt                                  john.tilt2@btopenworld.com                     01386 792458
Monkwood - Phil Adams                                   pdadamsrainbow@gmail.com                   
Prees Heath - Stephen Lewis                              phwarden@sky.com                                  07900 886809
Trench Wood - tbc                                                                                                           

Conservation Officers
Worcestershire - Trevor Bucknall                        trevor.bucknall@outlook.com                    01905 755757
Herefordshire - Ian Hart                                    yellowrattle4@aol.com                             01981 510259

Moth Officers
Bham &  Black Country - David Jackson            jacksongrus@talktalk.net                           01902 344716
Herefordshire - Robin Hemming                        robinhemming@btinternet.com                  01568 797351
Worcestershire - Mike Southall                          michael_southall58@hotmail.co.uk           01299 251467

Brown Hairstreak Champion                             
Simon Primrose                                                 simonjprimrose@aol.com                         07952 260153

Committee Members
Martyn Davies                                                  martyn.davies808@gmail.com
Bob Hall                                                          randphall@gmail.com                              01432 850623
Peter Hall                                                         peter.hall018@gmail.com                         
Vicki Liu                                                           vicki_liu@hotmail.co.uk                            07731 924822
Mel Mason (Malvern rep)                                  meljmason@btinternet.com                      01684 565700
Joy Stevens                                                       joystevens@blueyonder.co.uk                    01384 372397
Steven Williams                                                s.williams@yescomputers.co.uk                 07974 152081

Publicity and Marketing Officer                         
Mike Williams                                                   wmbutterflies@gmail.com                         01299 824860

Magazine Editor                                                
Marian Newell                                                  comma.editor@newellporter.co.uk             01746 765287

Magazine Design and Production                     
Trish Connolly Morgan                                      morgancreative@btinternet.com                01939 220776

Wider Countryside Butterfly Count Co-ordinator                                                             
Philip Nunn                                                      philip-nunn@hotmail.co.uk                       07931 488624  

Branch contacts

For more information, see www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk/contacts
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As I see more bumblebees in
my garden than butterflies, 

I’m trying to get to grips with 
the commoner species. Dave
Goulson’s interest started far earlier
in life, when his family moved to a
Shropshire village. Somewhere in
the book he claims to be an
eccentric, something borne out by
his humorous, entertaining and at
times self-deprecating style.

Glossing over childhood attempts
to warm up bees in his family’s
cooker, he outlines a talent for
observation that involved finding, at
primary school age, a bumblebee
nest under the shed. Clearly he was
blessed with an analytical mind,
later making good use of this in
experimentation.

Goulson is Professor of Biology
(Evolution, Behaviour and
Environment) at Sussex University
and founded the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust in 2006.

However, long words or
impenetrable text are not part of his
armoury here, just a straightforward
easy-to-read account of his early
experiences and his work in the
field. It’s fascinating to hear that 
he was overwhelmed with enquiries
after starting the Trust on a
shoestring, soon realising he
needed help with administration. 

A good proportion of the book is
taken up with descriptions of his
work, interspersed with information
about the lives of bees, what you
can expect to find in your garden
and what threatens them (a badger,
impervious to stings, can eat a nest
whole).

Perhaps the focal point in the
context of conservation is Goulson’s
experience with reintroducing the
Short-haired Bumblebee to Kent, its
last UK location, where it became
extinct in 1988. The project started
in New Zealand. Many species
had been taken over there in the
late nineteenth century as pollinators
but only four thrived, one being the
Short-haired. He describes his
struggle to locate colonies and the
account is interwoven with how

bees have declined in numbers and
the factors that have led to this. 

He tells of attempts to train dogs
to sniff out nests: they were not
successful but the dog handler soon
learned how to spot nest sites!
Amusing, too, is the experiment on
homing and how bees navigate,
which involved getting them to leave
their nest through a tube from the
laboratory window. Most of them
could not find how to return through
the tube so blundered into any
nearby window, forcing the team to
rush round netting their bees from
neighbouring offices. 

Such experiments throw up moral
issues. An example is the use of
bees to pollinate plants grown in
plastic tunnels, where escapees
might alter the local ecology.

Goulson’s storytelling approach
wanders but it’s combined with a
sense of pace and a light and
positive tone. The book would have
benefitted from a photograph or
two but, nevertheless, I heartily
recommend it as an entertaining
and informative read.

Article by Peter Seal

A Sting in the Tale – My Adventures
with Bumblebees

Book Review

• ISBN: 9780099575122  •  Author: Dave Goulson • Publisher: 

Vintage • Publication date: 24 April 2014 • Cost: £9.99 • Format:

288 pages, paperback

FROM THE EDITOR I’d like to continue to carry a book review on the back cover of each issue of
The Comma. Newly published titles are ideal but particularly interesting or useful books from the past are

also worth highlighting. Do drop me a line if you have a title you’d like to review.

Perhaps the focal point in the context of conservation is Goulson’s 
experience with reintroducing the Short-haired Bumblebee to Kent,

its last UK location, where it became extinct in 1988.
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